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Jusuf Azem lives in Chicago and has reached 96 years. 
a life in service to the albanian nation

chicago , 05.03.2015, 17:17 Time

USPA NEWS - For almost 70 years YUSUF AZEMI working wit Albanians in America for the cause of the Union of Albanians in a
single state .
Part of territories found in Macedonia and Montenegro with majority of Albanians for AZEMI only have one choice : an Albania in the
Balkans .

96 years old Jusuf Azemi enjoys good health and is active in community life in the state of Illinois . wherever Albanians discuss or have
the time to remember there is also jusuf azemi . His worry is only a Greater Albania and the US support is necessary to make a reality
a dream that many compatriots have in mind and heart .in every conversation with the main issue is the unification of Kosovo with
Albania without forgetting that even a part of the Republic of Macedonia territories inhabited by the Albanian majority to be part of this
union . the old man remembers ions since the Second World War when the Germans joined these sites to have an easier management
of the area by planting an ethnic civil war .gezim muhaj for tviliret chicago.15
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